THE ASSEMBLY/MAIL BALLOT

Attention Candidates:

1. Ballots will be assembled at AAA’s office from 11/11/2021 – 11/15/2021. The start time will be 9:00 AM weekdays and 9:30AM weekends. All observers must notify AAA at least 24 hours in advance so they can plan accordingly. All observers will need to abide by AAA COVID protocols

2. The Post Office will be the Church Street Station: 90 Church Street Fl 1, New York, NY 10007

3. Sacha Ulerio will be the contact for these activities. Her direct line is 212-484-3220

4. It is required that any observer entering AAA’s space fill out a daily symptom checker on the morning of their visit. There is a QR code on the door as well as physical forms. The link will have the same effect as the QR code but can be filled out prior to arriving at AAA’s office: https://symptomcheck.adr.org/ Please select New York City-120 Broadway (Hearings and Elections) Once completed, a green checkmark will be provided that will have to be shown.